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Narrative Paths and Negotiation of Power in Birth Stories

MARIA ANTONIAK, DAVID MIMNO, and KAREN LEVY, Cornell University, USA

Birth stories have become increasingly common on the internet, but they have received little attention as

a computational dataset. These unsolicited, publicly posted stories provide rich descriptions of decisions,

emotions, and relationships during a common but sometimes traumatic medical experience. These personal

details can be illuminating for medical practitioners, and due to their shared structures, birth stories are also

an ideal testing ground for narrative analysis techniques. We present an analysis of 2,847 birth stories from an

online forum and demonstrate the utility of these stories for computational work. We discover clear sentiment,

topic and persona-based patterns that both model the expected narrative event sequences of birth stories and

highlight diverging pathways and exceptions to narrative norms. The authors’ motivation to publicly post

these personal stories can be a way to regain power after a surveilled and disempowering experience, and we

explore power relationships between the personas in the stories, showing that these dynamics can vary with

the type of birth (e.g., medicated vs unmedicated). Finally, birth stories exist in a space that is both public and

deeply personal. This liminality poses a challenge for analysis and presentation, and we discuss tradeoffs and

ethical practices for this collection. WARNING: This paper includes detailed narratives of pregnancy and birth.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Birth stories are detailed personal narratives of real experiences giving birth. These stories, which

have existed for millennia as written and oral histories passed from person to person, have become

popular in online social communities, where they are shared via videos, blog posts, and forum posts.

The authors’ motivations in posting these personal stories on a public forum are complex: possible

motivators include re-working of trauma [4, 93], sharing of information [16], resistance against

surveillance [18, 43], and re-negotiating power after a disempowering medical experience [16, 18].

Despite their online popularity, birth stories have not received attention as a computational dataset.

We conduct a computer-assisted reading of an online birth stories community and examine how

this particular community frames the experience of giving birth and defines norms and exceptions.

Computational modeling of the narrative structure and persona hierarchies expressed across a

collection of birth stories can 1) provide a lens into the shared sensemaking through stories in an

online health community, 2) suggest a unique dataset and testing ground for researchers studying

computational approaches to narrative, and 3) aid medical professionals in understanding the
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expectations and experiences of pregnant people
1
. In this work, we use natural language processing

(NLP) techniques to translate between two complementary perspectives of an online community of

storytellers: the quantifiable rigor of aggregated statistical patterns, and the richness and specificity

of narrative.

Prior work has examined the effects on formerly pregnant individuals of sharing their birth

stories [29, 74] and of the sensemaking that occurs in offline communities that share birth stories

[16, 58, 88]. We examine the shared norms and expectations that arise through stories in a specific

online health community, r/BabyBumps, a forum on Reddit. Articulating a story gives it structure,

and this structure can help the storyteller assimilate the experience and find meaning [58]. Online

communities allow pregnant and postpartum people to not only make sense of their own stories

but to make sense of their connected stories as a particular community. Statistical analysis of these

stories can reveal the community-held beliefs, expectations, and narrative norms that arise from

this online sharing.

As an example of complex discourse, narrative and story have become an area of considerable

interest in NLP. For example, there have been increasingly sophisticated attempts to generate

coherent stories using neural language models [24, 69]. Previous work focuses on identifying

events and relationships between characters in news articles [20] and movie plot summaries

[90]. However, it has been difficult to create narrative datasets that have both clearly identifiable

structural characteristics as well as realistic levels of creative expression. Constructed datasets

often do not reflect the complexities of real narratives [73, 86, 97], while gathered datasets (e.g.,

from literature, blogs, or news) can include unconstrained numbers of topics, personas, and events.

Medical narratives, and specifically birth stories, fulfill many of the desiderata for computational

narrative analyses. Birth stories are highly individual, but all share fundamental similarities due

to the fact that they describe the same biological process. From the perspective of computational

narratology, the collection provides an opportunity to measure the balance between formalist

similarity between stories and creative individuality within stories.

In the internet-using, English-language contexts that make up the collection, we expect childbirth

to typically occur in a medical settings, in which birthing is a formalized process. We expect that in

birth stories similar events will happen in similar sequences, and indeed, we find strong evidence

to support this hypothesis. Unlike other work that identifies character archetypes [5, 7], we expect

birth stories to contain a small number of easily identified “personas” such as the first-person

narrator, partners, doctors, nurses, and midwives. We find that relatively simple approaches are

able to find patterns of personas and events in birth stories, but also to find branching paths that

reflect key decisions and complications; we expect this result to extend to other medical narratives

which are similarly structured. Establishing what is ordinary can also then help us detect what is

unusual and unique about a specific story.

Better analysis of birth stories could also lead to important social and medical benefits. In the U.S.,

rates of pregnancy-related deaths and complications have steadily risen over the last thirty years

[9, 26, 27, 67]. These rates are higher for Hispanic women and non-U.S. citizens and are especially

high for black women, whose maternal mortality rates are three to four times higher than those

of white women [27, 71]. Postpartum depression affects 6.5-12.9% of people after childbirth, and

of these people, about 20% will still suffer from depression a year after delivery [91]. Yet 46% of

maternal deaths of black women and 33% of maternal deaths of white women are estimated as

preventable [10]. Likewise, the symptoms of postpartum depression can be prevented or mitigated

by emotional support during and after pregnancy [16, 91]. While maternal mortality and postpartum

depression statistics are alarming, stories can be a more powerful way to learn about the lived

1
We use the terms pregnant people and people who have given birth throughout the paper.
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experiences of pregnant people and improve their treatment, as shown by recent media attention

to the stories of births gone wrong [70].

Despite the high potential value of personal medical stories, naturally occurring and publicly

available medical datasets are rare. Due to privacy and intellectual property restrictions, medical

data involving interactions between patients and clinicians is difficult to obtain for research. Medical

language models usually rely on PubMed, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [13], and

similar resources composed of biomedical publications [22, 83]. Models trained on these resources

better represent academic language than language used by patients. Birth stories are therefore

a valuable resource of unsolicited medical narratives told from the patient’s point of view. Birth

stories could inform medical workers about how to better prepare people for pregnancy, birth, and

recovery and help us better understand debilitating conditions like postpartum depression. The

medical decisions and outcomes described could inform healthcare choices while the emotions and

power dynamics could inform more empathetic nursing care [8, 16].

Our contributions are as follows.

• We gather and label a novel collection of 2,847 naturally occurring birth stories from an

online forum and make our labeling pipelines available to the research community.

• We examine the narrative, sentiment, and persona-based patterns contained in the collection

of stories and show that while each story is unique, consistent events and personas can

be extracted that occur in predictable sequences, proving the utility of the dataset for both

computational narrative analysis and the discovering narrative norms and expectations of

this online health community.

• We identify outlier stories within the community by measuring unusual topic transitions

and correlate these outliers with the authors’ labeling and framing of the stories.

• We use a lexicon to automatically measure the power hierarchies of the personas presented in

the birth stories; we find evidence of this community’s framing of the author as disempowered

and of the doula as powerful and boundary-crossing.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Pregnancy and the Internet
In addition to traditional medical sources, pregnant people often turn to friends, family, and

other new parents for healthcare information [8, 60, 74]. Pregnant people increasingly seek this

information on the internet via searches, forums, and social media, and information found online

can influence decisions at all stages of pregnancy [61]. This turn to the internet for healthcare

information is motivated at least in part by a) dissatisfaction and/or limited access to clinicians and

b) physical and social isolation of new parents [41, 47]. The specificity of the internet searches of

pregnant people can be clustered into specific gestational periods [40], and postpartum depression

can be predicted from patterns of social media use during and after pregnancy [30, 31].

Online health communities (e.g., forums focused on supporting people with a particular health

condition) allow patients to give and receive emotional and informational support [98, 99] and to

share expressive writing about sometimes traumatic experiences [65]. These communities are an

important new source of both information and social support for pregnancy, birth, and pregnancy

loss [3, 42, 75]. Compared to social networks or real-life support groups and conversations, disclosure

on a public online forum can feel more private due to the anonymity of the users, physical privacy

of the users (emotional reactions are hidden), and a sympathetic, knowledgeable audience [42].

Personal tracking and a desire to check one’s experiences against those of others could be

additional motivators for people to seek medical information via social media [35]. Women often

use forms of personal tracking (e.g., menstrual tracking) as part of their healthcare routines. The
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amount of detail contained in birth stories (e.g., times between contractions, dosages of medications)

suggests that the stories could serve as a diary of information both for the author and the community

audience. Among the birth stories we collected, many received comments either reassuring the

author or chiming in, with surprise, that they had had similar experiences but had not realized

that these were normal. In one notable example, a single birth story in which the author described

violently shaking after a c-section inspired a cascade of responses, all saying that they had also

experienced uncontrollable shaking but had not realized until this moment that it was normal or

happened to anyone else.

2.2 Stories and Datasets
Storytelling and expressive writing about traumatic experiences can have physical, emotional,

and social health benefits [72, 76, 78, 79] and have been studied for their role in therapy and the

establishment of social norms. In one example, Arigo and Smyth [4] find that expressive writing

about eating patterns and personal appearance by college-age women either improves a range of

outcomes or reduces the risk of further decline. de Moor et al. [32], on the other hand, find no

benefits in breast cancer survivors. Tangherlini [93] argues that the storytelling of paramedics

forms the culture and organizational structure of their jobs. Through these stories, the paramedics

both work through trauma of difficult experiences and negotiate their place in a hierarchy of

workers (doctors, nurses, police officers, other paramedics). Likewise, patients tell stories about

their experiences that cast medical professionals into certain roles, which they need to understand

if they wish to interact with the patient effectively [92].

The birth stories dataset is one in a growing collection of story and narrative datasets. Narrative

analysis research has relied on datasets such as fictional works (novels) [54], news stories [19],

fairy tales [55], Wikipedia biographies [6], artificial story datasets [73, 86, 97], and personal stories

shared orally or on blogs [44, 77, 84]. The birth stories collection combines the advantages of several

of these existing datasets. Unlike artificial story datasets, birth stories include naturally occurring,

complex stories, and unlike existing gathered datasets, birth stories are constrained by topic and

share common structures and personas. Our dataset of birth stories maintains a balance between

data targeted to a particular computational problem and data with real-world origins and impact.

2.3 Birth Stories
Birth stories have existed for millennia, as written and oral histories passed frommother to daughter,

friend to friend, and midwife to midwife. The sharing of birth stories can significantly affect the

attitudes and beliefs of pregnant people [29, 58, 74]. Birth stories have received much attention from

the medical and sociological communities [16, 18, 88], but these studies mostly rely on qualitative

methods and solicited stories. For example, Carson et al. [18] use birth stories to explore how

young parents frame their experiences giving birth, comparing these personal narratives to societal

narratives of stigma and considering how stories can provide opportunities for agency after a

surveilled experience (observed by the community, family, partner, and medical professionals). Birth

stories have been also explored as a method for knowledge transfer [88]. Callister [16] identifies

five cross-cultural motivations for sharing birth stories: integrating the event into the narrator’s

life; sharing a significant life experience; discussing fears, disappointments, and “missing pieces”;

understanding the narrator’s own strengths; and connecting to a community of women.

It is only recently that large numbers of birth stories have become available online. We are

aware of one other study that has performed a quantitative analysis of online birth stories, using

traditional social science content analysis procedures that did not take advantage of computation.

Bylund [15] annotate a set of 551 stories with fine-grained decision and sentiment labels as well as

noting whether it was the author’s first or second birth. These labels are used to determine that
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pregnant people are rarely involved in decision-making and this lack of decision-making correlates

with negative emotions. Pregnant people were no more likely to be involved in decision-making in

their second compared to their first births, but pregnant people with midwives as their clinicians

had higher involvement in decision-making.

3 DATA
3.1 Overview
Birth stories are narratives of individual experiences giving birth, often in great medical and

emotional detail, publicly posted on blogs, video-sharing websites, and forums such as Mothering2

or BellyBelly.3 Birth stories are very popular:Mothering alone contains more than 2,000 stories, and

each story can receive thousands of views. The popularity of these stories speaks to the need for a

narrative outlet for people who have undergone a surveilled and sometimes traumatic experience

and who are now reclaiming their stories by publishing them publicly on the internet and sharing

information with other pregnant people.

Below is a paraphrased and shortened example of a birth story posted to r/BabyBumps.

I finally had my gorgeous baby girl at 41 weeks and 3 days on 3/3/2017!
So I heard from 37 weeks that because of the size of the baby, I probably wouldn’t be
able to get all the way to 40 weeks and induction might be necessary. Well 39 weeks
came and my doctor said that I shouldn’t go past 41 weeks.
...
8:30 AM: AT LAST at 41+1 I went to my appointment and was sent to hospital. I
go as fast as I can to labor and delivery knowing that they’ll have to schedule an
induction. Baby was fine in his current spot but the on call OB decided to start an
induction.
...
My partner was really relieved that I decided to get an epidural...I think he was
getting nervous! Since he was witnessing me in pain. Honestly the epidural wasn’t
bad, especially comparing the short term pain to the endless contractions.
...
I kept telling the nurse that I felt some pressure, and she was so surprised when she
checked me. The nurse said that I was 10cm and ready to push! She went to get the
midwife and I began pushing.
...
He scored 9/10 and immediately latched. Breastfeeding wasn’t as strange as I expected
and it actually came really naturally. All my fears were unnecessary after all.

The typical range of the story is from the first contraction to the birth of the child. Most of the

details concern the stages of birth, the author’s feelings and expectations and their contrast with

the reality of birthing, and the medical decisions made by or for the author. Some stories begin

earlier, describing the pregnancy, symptoms, ultrasounds, birthing classes, and expectations of the

pregnant person, and others extend beyond the birth itself and describe time spent in the hospital

or the first few weeks adjusting to life with a baby.

2
http://www.mothering.com/forum/166-birth-stories/

3
http://www.bellybelly.com.au/forums/birth-stories-63/
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Number of stories with more than 500 words 2,847

Average number of words per story 1,311

Number of words in longest story 6,057

Number of unique words 29,952

Table 1. Corpus statistics for the birth stories collected from r/BabyBumps.
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Fig. 1. Number of birth stories per year in the collected dataset and distribution of story lengths (by number

of words). Collection began in February, 2011 and ended in March, 2018. The mean story length is 1,311 words.

3.2 Data Collection and Cleaning
We collect 2,847 birth stories from the social website Reddit. While birth stories exist in many

venues and forms, we choose to focus on Reddit for its accessibility and well-studied communities.

These stories were posted publicly from February 16th, 2011 to February 28th, 2018 on the subreddit

(forum) r/BabyBumps (all data available up to the date of collection). r/BabyBumps is a forum

intended to be a “place for pregnant redditors, those who have been pregnant, those who wish

to be in the future, and anyone who supports them.” This community includes a wide range of

posts related to pregnancy and birth, including humor, requests for advice, rants and venting,

recommendations, and journaling posts (e.g., bump and ultrasound photos, summaries of doctor

appointments, birth announcements and stories). The community rules explicitly instruct members

to post detailed birth stories rather than only photos and one line descriptions.

We perform two rounds of filtering: first, we select the posts that contain the n-gram “birth story”

in the title, and second, we remove 348 posts that contain fewer than 500 words. We remove these

short posts as a second step of data cleaning as many of these shorter posts are either not birth

stories or are only parts of birth stories published in installments. We do not include comments,

upvotes, or other interactions in our analysis; only the parent posts, containing the stories, are

included. Table 1 and Figure 1 show summary statistics for the collected corpus.

This set of stories constitutes a small sample of birth stories posted online, and an even smaller

sample of all birth stories, told or untold. Because the stories were posted anonymously to a forum,

we do not have demographic data for the authors of the stories. All stories are written in English,

the majority appear to take place in western and developed countries, and the authors have access

to the internet and to Reddit. As a first research foray into the computational study of birth stories,

we expect not that the patterns observed in r/BabyBumps will generalize to all other birth stories,

but that we will provide evidence of the value and research interest of all birth stories.

3.3 Labeling Process
The stories come with very little structured metadata. We therefore add a small number of codes

automatically based on the occurrence of frequent words and phrases the author uses in the title

of the post. This approach is inspired by our observation that titles of posts frequently contain

terms that are intended to signal information about key aspects of a story to the community. These
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descriptions illuminate the community’s understanding and prioritization of events that take place

in the birth stories. Paraphrased examples of the post titles can be seen in Table 2. By using the

labels assigned by authors, we do not impose our own structure on the community.

We select eight labels (shown in Figure 3) that are both distinct and also frequent enough that we

can gather reliable statistics about them. We rank all the unigrams and bigrams used in the titles by

frequency, and we map the most frequent n-grams to these eight labels. We expand acronyms and

abbreviations (e.g., “pre-e” for preeclampsia, “epi” for epidural, “pp” for postpartum). Figure 3 also

shows the number of birth stories assigned to each label and the n-grams used for classification.

Fiona’s Birth Story: The best laid plans go awry? Long read

Thomas Berry Birth Story (Planned C-Section w/Complications)

Joseph Jones Birth Story - (planned for natural birth, got an ER c-section)

Emily Rose’s Birth Story

My birth story! [home, unmedicated, midwife-assisted water-birth]

I gave birth! Here’s a very long birth story for anyone interested: pitocin + epi, and a few unexpected things pp

Damian’s Homebirth Story!

Alice’s birth story. (long, didn’t go as planned)

Finally wrote my birth story. Hello to Jonathon!

Crystal’s birth story... With the funniest ending!

DJ’s birth story - severe pre-e followed by early induction

Table 2. A random sample of paraphrased story titles. These titles are used for labeling subsets of the stories.

Examples shown are paraphrased and names have been changed.

Label Description N-Grams

Number

of stories

Positive Positively framed [positive, less-than positive] 462

Negative Negatively framed [trauma, trigger, negative] 186

Unmedicated Birth without epidural [no epi, natural, unmedicated, epidural free, no

meds, no pain meds, unnatural]
253

Medicated Birth with epidural [epidural, epi, no epi, epidural free] 192

Home Birth takes place at home [home] 80

Hospital Birth takes place at hospital [hospital] 205

First First birth for the author [ftm, first time, first pregnancy] 91

Second Second birth for the author [stm, second] 20

C-section Birth via cesarean delivery [cesarian, section, caesar] 328

Vaginal Vaginal births [vaginal, vbac] 121

Table 3. The n-grams drawn from the story titles used to label the stories. N-grams in italics are negative
examples which are used to disallow stories from being assigned that label.

Negative labels are usually used as a warning to readers that the story might deviate from the

expected sequence of events and contain traumatic experiences. Positive labels do not necessarily

indicate the absence of negative events but rather the author’s framing of the story (these are often

framed as a “happy ending” despite a difficult birth). Medicated and unmedicated labels indicate

the author’s decision or the necessity of using pain medication such as the epidural. This decision

can be fraught as it is a focal point in the debate between the “natural” birth movement and the

medicalized norm. First and second labels indicate whether this was the author’s first or second

birth (we did not encounter specific labels for more than two births). C-section and Vaginal labels

indicate whether the birth was completed via Caesarean section (surgery) or was a vaginal delivery.

This decision/necessity can also be emotionally difficult as many authors express preferences for

vaginal births and express disappointment and shame at needing a c-section. Some of these labels

can overlap: for example, a story could be labeled both positive and unmedicated.
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3.4 Data Presentation
In order to balance the utility of the dataset with respect for authors’ control of their own stories,

we release our processing pipeline (e.g., the set of n-grams used for labeling the stories, the set of

n-grams used for labeling personas). To protect the privacy of the authors and the personal medical

information included in the stories, we do not release the copies of the data content nor do we

include URLs pointing to specific stories. All text examples shown in this paper are paraphrased to

further protect the authors’ identity [14, 99]. See Section 6 for a fuller discussion of these practical

and ethical tradeoffs.

4 STORY PLOTS AND CLINICAL PATHWAYS
4.1 Background: Narrative Analysis
One of our motivations in analyzing birth stories is that we expect to find clear patterns of events

that occur in predictable sequences, due to a combination of biological processes and standardized

medical protocols in developed countries. At the same time, birth stories can disrupt cultural

narratives about “normal” births by describing the author’s real experiences of pain, fear, and

love as well as the medical realities and outcomes of giving birth. The task of extracting narrative

structure for analysis has been formulated in multiple ways. Plot units are networks of affect states,
where each state models the positive, negative, or neutral affect of a single character [45, 63]. Scripts
model prototypical sequences of events [20, 80, 89], while narrative chains model sequences of

events centered on a protagonist [19]. Narrative shapes can also be measured using sentiment

scores [38, 85], as can mapping of relationships between personas [5, 54, 64]. We focus on scripts,

sentiment, and personas as automatic measurements of both the “typical” and “outlier” narrative

structure of birth stories as presented in our online forum setting.

Evaluation of narrative analysis and narrative understanding tasks is difficult as there is often no

one correct answer. One approach is the Narrative Cloze or Story Cloze Task, which given all but

one missing section of a story asks for the correct insertion (e.g., the ending of the story) [20, 73].

Another approach is to use mixtures of multiple stories and ask to pick apart the sentences from

the separate stories [96]. We suggest that the structure of the birth stories collection provides a

new testing ground for narrative analysis techniques.

4.2 Methods: Narrative Analysis
4.2.1 Definition of Story Time. The stories range in length from a minimum of 500 words (our

selected cutoff) and a maximum of 6,057 words (see Section 3 for a fuller overview of the dataset

statistics). Despite this difference in word count, the stories usually begin with the same events

(arrival of the due date, water breaking, contractions starting) and end with the same events (birth

and weighing of the baby, breastfeeding, leaving the hospital), though a few outliers break off in

the middle of the story (e.g., sharing the story in installments). In order to compare these sequences

of events across all the stories in the dataset, we divide each story into ten equal sections, and

we then use these sections to calculate statistics of interest averaged over all the stories for the

corresponding section. We refer to these sequences of normalized sections as story time.

4.2.2 Sentiment Over Time. We examine positive and negative emotion patterns across story time

through the sentiment analysis tool Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER)

[52]. VADER is a lexicon and rule-based model designed for social media data, which performs

well across domains and suits the mixture of formal and informal language found on r/BabyBumps.
We use VADER to assign positive, negative, and compound (a normalized sum of the positive and

negative scores) sentiment scores to each sentence. (Note that these polarity measurements are

distinct from the labeling process described in Section 3.3.) We require that each sentence be at least
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5 words long to avoid very short sentences (which will have greater weight due to the averaging)

and mistakes due to our sentence segmentation. We divide each story (each set of sentences) into

ten equal sections and plot the mean scores for each section.

4.2.3 Personas Over Time. Unlike most story collections where comparing character personas

across stories is challenging [5, 7], birth stories contain a small and more easily recognized “cast

of characters.” These personas are often legally defined professions, such as doctor, midwife, and

nurse, making them more consistent and distinctive. Rather than using sequence-based named

entity recognition, we develop a simple codebook of terms that refer to these personas. To identify

personas and generate candidate terms we use a fast, accurate, and easily accessible parser
4
[23] to

rank all nouns, proper nouns, and pronouns in the collection by their frequency. We then manually

collapse the most frequent n-grams into a set of personas, assigning each of these tokens to a

normalized version; for example, we assign the n-grams partner, husband, and wife to Partner.

Although we do not attempt to resolve most pronoun coreference, we treat first-person singular

pronouns (I, me) as referring to the Author persona, and first-person plural pronouns (we, us) as a

distinct persona We.

4.2.4 Sequences of Events. We find that simple methods are sufficient to identify readily inter-

pretable events and event sequences, or scripts. We train a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [12]

topic model with 50 topics on the birth stories collection, using 100 word chunks as the training

documents. We then divide each story into 10 equal segments and plot the distributions of the

topics over the resulting normalized story time.

To establish additional validity, we can compare these topics to descriptions of the birth process

from health care providers such as the Mayo Clinic.
5
We calculate the probability of transitioning

between topics by finding the most probable topics for each segment of text, counting the number

of times each pair of topics occurs in neighboring text segments, and normalizing by the total

number of transitions. We compare the learned topic transitions to the Mayo Clinic’s document,

which describes a “normal” birth path with few deviations.

4.2.5 Community Outliers. Using the learned transition probabilities between topics, we identify

outlier stories containing less probable transitions. We rank the stories according to the summed

log probabilities of the transitions of the last five 100 word chunks (the same size used for the topic

model training). We limit the number of transitions in each story to five to control for the varying

lengths of the stories, and we choose the last five transitions under the hypothesis that the story

endings are more likely to display variation in sequences of events than the story beginnings (e.g.,

stories that end in emergency surgeries or unexpected trips to the hospital). For each bigram in the

post titles (where authors frequently include tags or labels that frame and situate the story within

the community), we average the log probabilities for all stories that include that ngram in the post

title. This allows us to measure the correlation between the outlier stories and the authors’ framing

of the stories.

4.3 Results: Narrative Analysis
The discovered sequences of events, persona patterns, and story likelihoods describe the narrative

norms and expectations of the r/BabyBumps community. These norms are informed by the biological

process of birthing and the medical organization and standardizing of procedures; but the specific

sequence of events that the authors in r/BabyBumps choose to highlight also arise from this online

health community’s particular expectations and priorities.

4
http://www.spacy.io

5
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/labor-and-delivery/in-depth/stages-of-labor/art-20046545
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4.3.1 Sentiment Over Time. Table 4 shows a small sample of the most positive and most negative

sentences in the collection. The most positive sentences focus on the moments after birth, praise

for the pregnant person’s partner and their help, and complimenting the baby. In contrast, the most

negative sentences focus on the pain of contractions, worry that the birth plan might change (e.g.,

labor slowing), fear for the baby’s health, and painful side effects postpartum. Again, note that the

positive polarity measurements are distinct from the positive labeling described in Section 3.3.

Sentiment Sentence
0.99 It was the hardest day I’ve ever experienced but I’m so happy for the help I received frommidwife

and doctor, my family and of course my wonderful wonderful husband who I thought I loved

more than was possible but now I love even more

0.95 1pm: Anesthesiologist arrives, I feel slightly worried but my amazing nurse explains everything

perfectly and i realize it isn’t that scary as i expected

0.93 Even though we only had a small amount of time together, she would up being the best at

keeping both of us focused on the positive side of the contractions and she also helped with

breathing and surviving them

-0.98 I’m not going to refer to contractions as "waves" or any of that feel-good BS; it was horrible

pain, constant pain, pain that didn’t change but was just fiery burning pain, as if my body was

turning itself inside out

-0.98 Also, the monitors on my stomach were annoying and distracting me when I was trying to get

through the contractions, but theywouldn’t change them, and the blood pressure cuff really hurt

me worse than even the contractions, which the doctor decided meant that the pitocin should

be increased but which actually meant that it just hurt

-0.98 She hated the whole experience; she hated the clothing, she hated the pillow, she hated the gel

in her eyes, she hated being fed, and she hated being held

Table 4. Themost positive andmost negative sentences in the birth stories collection. Sentiment scores

are produced using VADER, a lexical and rule-based system. The most positive sentences tend to focus on the

author’s support team while the most negative sentences tend to focus on pain and medical emergencies. (All

examples are paraphrased for privacy.)
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Fig. 2. (a) Positive and negative sentiment over story time, measured using the VADER sentiment tool. Higher

scores indicate greater sentiment strength. (b) The compound sentiment score over story time for stories

labeled Positive or Negative by the author in the post title.

Figure 2 shows the mean positive and negative sentiment scores over story time. We observe that

positive sentiment dips in the middle of the stories and then climbs towards the end of the stories,

while negative sentiment builds to a gentle peak in the middle of the stories and then recedes.

These patterns match prior expectations that the most painful and difficult parts of childbirth are

near the middle of the story (contractions heightening, pushing the baby, emerging complications

such as c-section).

4.3.2 Personas Over Time. Apart from the narrator, we consistently find a Partner and other

Familymembers. In addition we choose to identify a distinct first-person plural personawe. Medical

personnel include aNurse, physicians (Doctor andAnesthesiologist), and aMidwife. As shown

in Table 5, the Author is the most frequent, with an average of 74 mentions per story. Not all of
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these personas appear in every story: not all births are attended by a midwife or doula, and there is

one story in the collection that is told exclusively from the second person point of view of both the

partner and pregnant person. Of these medical personnel, the Doctor is the most frequent, both

in total n-gram count across the collection and in the number of stories containing at least one

mention. The Midwife is referenced more often than the Family and Anesthesiologist, but the

Family appears more consistently across the stories and the Anesthesiologist appears equally as

often, indicating the small but consistent role they play. Nearly double the percentage of stories in

our sample include mentions of a midwife as compared to Bylund [15].

Persona N-Grams

Total

Mentions

Stories

Containing

Mentions

Average

Mentions

per Story

Author I, me, myself 210,795 2,846 74.0

We we, us, ourselves 24,757 2,764 8.7

Baby baby, son, daughter 14,309 2,668 5.0

Doctor doctor, dr, doc, ob, obgyn, gynecologist, physician 10,025 2,262 3.5

Partner partner, husband, wife 8,998 2,006 3.2

Nurse nurse 7,080 2,012 2.5

Midwife midwife 4,069 886 1.4

Family mom, dad, mother, father, brother, sister 3,490 1,365 1.2

Anesthesiologist anesthesiologist 1,398 876 0.5

Doula doula 896 256 0.3

Table 5. Personas identified in the birth stories collection and the n-grams used to classify the personas.

In some cases births are also attended by a Doula, a non-medical assistant or “birth coach.”

The support of a doula can significantly reduce costs and improve birth outcomes, particularly for

disadvantaged groups [46, 59, 95], yet the possibility of hiring a doula is not guaranteed. The doula

has been described as an ambiguous, unexpected persona in the U.S. cultural birth narrative who

acts as a liaison or “bridge” between other personas [51]. Doulas and midwives are typically viewed

as having lost power during the last century’s medicalization of childbirth and prioritization of

medical staff [48, 51, 62]. Births supported by a doula are rare, but there has been a recent increase

from 3% of births in the U.S. in 2006 to 6% in 2012
6
[33]. We observe that the Doula is the least

frequent persona in the stories, with only 0.3 mentions per story.

Figure 4 shows the frequencies of the personas over story time. These plots show string matches

with the lists mapped to each persona type (see Table 5). As expected, the frequencies of medical

personnel like theNurse andAnesthesiologist peak near the middle of the stories while mentions

of the Baby peak near the end of the stories. Interestingly, there is a decrease in mentions of We

near the middle of the story (even though Author mentions remain constant). This could indicate

that the partner and family members become less useful as supporters at the height of contractions,

when the medical personas become more important. A peak in mentions of the Doula near the

beginning of the story could emphasize the unique nature of the doula as compared to the other

medical personas, which peak later in the stories.

4.3.3 Sequences of Events. The strengths of individual topics over time tracks with our expectations

of the stories, confirming that the dataset contains enough shared structure to be easily detectable.

For example, we can see in Figure 3 that water breaking happens near the beginning of the story; a

topic about contractions starting and/or pitocin (a medication that induces labor) being administered

peaks around 30% into the story; there is little sleep in the middle of the story; photos are shared

sometimes at the beginning of the story but usually near the end of the story. We note that the

6
https://transform.childbirthconnection.org/reports/listeningtomothers/trends/
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Fig. 3. A selection of topics over time. Plots are

labeled with the five highest probability words

for each topic. Results show the probability for

each topic at 10% intervals of story time, averaged

across all stories.
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Fig. 4. Histograms showing the frequencies of

persona mentions over story time. Some entities

(e.g., author) are consistently more frequent than

rare entities (e.g., doula). Some frequency patterns

are expected while others are surprising (e.g., fre-

quency of we decreases near the middle of the

stories).
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model was trained with no information about word position within stories, but topics nevertheless

exhibit strong temporal clustering.

Although we do not necessarily expect the authors’ accounts of childbirth to track with medical

descriptions, we find strong correspondences. The topic “bed back tub ball sitting” is reflected in

descriptions of Stage 1 active labor: “consider these ways to promote comfort during active labor:

Change positions, Roll on a large rubber ball (birthing ball), Take a warm shower or bath.” The

topic “push pushing head pushed pushes” also tracks with the Mayo Clinic description of Stage 2

(birthing) “Push! Your health care provider will ask you to bear down during each contraction or

tell you when to push. Or you might be asked to push when you feel the need.”

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the most probable topic transitions (above 0.2%). We removed one orphan node without

a parent path leading to the beginning of story (BOS) state.
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Fig. 6. Transitions between topics and the beginning of story (BOS) and end of story (EOS) states. Only the

topics with the highest probability transitions are shown in this figure. Labels are the two most probable

words for each topic. The Origin Topic is the most probable topic of the current section of story text. The

Transition Topic is the most probable topic for the next section of story text.

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that while there is common structure across the stories shared in

the birth stories community, there are also dividing paths and exceptions to most rules. Figure

5 shows some of these paths; for example, some people require pitocin, a medication that can

induce labor, while others begin labor without this intervention. Figure 5 also includes events that

are important to the pregnant person but not “medically important”; for example, the logistics

of driving to the hospital and waiting in the lobby before receiving a room can be stressful and

require planning on the part of the author, but these events are not included in the Mayo Clinic

information. Likewise, the Mayo Clinic description contains events such as the delivery of the

placenta that are less frequently identified in birth stories.
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Highest
Probability Bigram

Lowest
Probability Bigram

-34.15 positive induction -35.88 post partum

-34.38 positive hospital -35.90 unplanned c

-34.51 story ftm -35.93 baby birth

-34.53 positive medicated -35.99 traumatic birth

-34.63 med free -36.02 story baby

-34.67 story long -36.04 positive birth

-34.67 story finally -36.09 birth story

-34.71 hospital birth -36.14 pp advice

-34.82 story weeks -36.15 home birth

-34.83 weeks pp -36.18 natural birth

-34.86 hour labor -36.19 induction epidural

-34.92 failed induction -36.23 emergency c

-34.94 vaginal delivery -36.30 belated birth

-34.99 story hospital -36.41 positive unmedicated

-35.03 vaginal birth -36.42 story plus

-35.07 baby tax -36.43 slightly traumatic

-35.07 super positive -36.47 c section

-35.08 super long -36.49 happy ending

-35.22 mostly positive -36.85 trigger warning

-35.24 late birth -36.86 long birth

Table 6. The bigrams drawn from the post titles associated with the most and least probable stories. Probabil-

ities represent the averages of the summed log probabilities of the topic transitions in a story (see Section

4.2.4 for a full explanation). Lower scores indicate stories with more unusual topic transitions (sequences of

events).

4.3.4 Community Outliers. Despite the strong evidence of shared narrative structures, not all

stories fit into these community norms. In Table 6, we show how outlier stories (stories whose

sequences of events are unusual in this community) are framed by the authors. These results

indicate a) the types of births that this community normalizes and b) the outlier stories whose topic

sequences are unusual for this particular community of storytellers.

As expected, stories with low probability topic transitions are more likely to have titles that

include bigrams like emergency c and unplanned c that indicate unplanned surgeries. We also find

that low probability stories are associated with bigrams like trigger warning and slightly traumatic
that indicate negative experiences. We find that the titles of stories with high probability topic

transitions are more likely to include bigrams like positive induction, positive hospital, positive
medicated which indicated medicalized births, while stories with low probability topic transitions

are more likely to have titles that include bigrams like home birth, natural birth, and positive
unmedicated which indicate home and/or unmedicated births. Interestingly, the bigram happy
ending is strongly associated with low probability sequences of topics; authors in this community

often choose to emphasize the story’s “happy ending” despite unexpected and/or negative events.

These results could be seen as supporting the findings in Bylund [15] that negative emotions in

birth stories are associated with a lack of control, or in this case, unexpected and unplanned events.

The emphasis on “happy endings” could imply a re-framing of the birth experience in which the

author controls the frame if not the sequence of events.

5 NEGOTIATION OF POWER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PERSONAS
5.1 Background: Power and Lack of Power
The motivations guiding the writing and sharing of birth stories in an online community are varied,

but we identify three branches related to the power of the author. These include the feeling of

disempowerment during birth, circumventing of surveillance, and re-writing societal narratives.

One possible motivation for authors to share their birth stories online is that they have felt

disempowered during their medical experiences. The technical knowledge differential between
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physicians and patients and the hierarchical structure of medicine can result in an asymmetrical

power relationship and the dismissal of patients’ testimonies as unreliable [17]. Prior work has

shown that women are often not trusted when describing their own pain; women’s verbal reports

are discounted by doctors as “constructed or exaggerated” and they are more likely than men

to be inadequately treated for their pain [21, 25, 34, 36, 49]. Pain is subjective and can only be

measured via self-reporting; to distrust pain reports implies a distrust of and arbitration over

people’s experiences and stories. The ability to process the trauma of birth often requires that the

pregnant person fill in “missing pieces” of their experience to regain control [2]. Callister [16]

identifies feelings of inadequacy and disappointment as motivators for sharing birth stories.

We also consider birth stories as a way for pregnant people to disrupt surveillance of their choices

and bodies. Tangherlini [93]) describes how paramedics use stories as an alternative place to frame

and negotiate power hierarchies away from the surveillance of their supervisors and dispatchers.

Pregnant people are monitored both personally (by family and friends) and medically (by doctors,

nurses, midwives, and other medical staff), and the experience of society’s “gaze” extends to even

the most intimate moments of birth [18, 43]. Pregnant people report feeling “drained” from this

experience of being watched [8]. The birth stories community might offer a way of circumventing

this surveillance by allowing for the creation of personal narratives that re-frame the power and

agency of the author in comparison to the doctors, nurses, family members, and other personas.

Re-writing the story could also help the pregnant person to escape proscribed societal narratives

about birth that assign blame when birthing goes wrong.Whether these societal narratives originate

from the natural birth movement (home births, the idea that women are “made” to give birth and

therefore capable without intervention) or the medical establishment (viewing pregnancy as a

pathological state that requires intervention), both can warp personal views of childbirth and

over-emphasize the amount of control the pregnant person and the medical establishment have to

ensure a “happy ending” [11, 18, 58, 62]. From this perspective, it could make sense for the author

of a birth story to de-emphasize their own power.

Automatic analysis of relationships between personas could provide evidence of how the birth

stories community views the power of different actors in the stories and confirm our hypotheses

about their motivations. Prior work has tried tomeasure power and/or reconstruct power hierarchies

from natural language. Prabhakaran et al. [82] train a classifier on dialogs to predict whether a

person has situational power, while Jockers and Kirilloff [57] learn associations between verbs and

genders in novels and examine the resulting sets of verbs for their level of agency, a concept related
to power. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. [28] measure power via language coordination, while

Prabhakaran et al. [81] use poll rankings as a proxy for power labels in political debates. Sap et al.

[87] annotate a set of verbs with power labels and use these labels to measure framing differences

between genders in movie scripts.

5.2 Methods: Measurements of Power
To examine the power dynamics between medical professionals, other personas, and the author of

the story, we employ a lexicon of power frames curated by Sap et al. [87]. We adopt their definition

of power as authority and a high level of control, as these correspond well with the hierarchies in

the medical institution and the preoccupation with choice that is frequent in our set of stories. This

lexicon includes 2,155 verbs, each of which is mapped to a directional power label (agent, theme,
equal). These labels indicate whether the subject of the verb has more power, equal power, or less

power than the object of the verb. For example, the verb accuse is labeled with the agent having
power, while the verb concede is labeled with the theme having power. This lexicon was designed

to measure gender bias in a dataset of movie scripts, but we find that the majority (62%) of the

labeled verbs occur in our dataset, despite its small size and specific focus, and we examine the
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individual verbs most associated with each persona type to ensure that no one outlier is incorrectly

overweighting the power scores. The following sentences are paraphrased examples of verbs labeled

with power, where in (1) the Nurse has a high power score and the Author has a lower power

score and in (2) the Doctor has a high power score.

(1) The only time I got upset was when the nurse accused me of not feeding my child.
(2) The doctor broke my water.
Following Sap et al. [87], we lemmatize the verbs in the lexicon and parse the birth stories using

the spaCy parser [50], and we match verbs where our personas of interest are the agent or theme to

the verbs in the frames lexicon (see Section 4.2.3 for a description of the persona labeling process).

If the power label positively corresponds to the persona (e.g., verb labeled with agent, persona is the
subject of the verb), we add one to the persona’s score, and if the label negatively corresponds to

the persona (e.g., verb labeled agent, persona is the direct object of the verb), we subtract one from
the persona’s score. Finally, we normalize the power scores by the number of times the persona or

dyad occurs as subjects and direct objects in the corpus, and average the results over 20 bootstrap

samples of the birth stories dataset. Not all personas occur in all stories (see Table 5 for persona

frequencies), so the power scores represent averages of scores from only those stories in which a

persona occurs.
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Fig. 7. (a) Power scores for each persona. Error bars show standard deviation over 20 bootstrap samples of the

collection. (b) Estimated power of personas (rows) over other personas (columns). The Nurse is consistently

framed as more powerful than the other personas, except for the Doula.

5.3 Results: Measurements of Power
Power is a frequent topic in the r/BabyBumps community. These discussions often center on the

author’s decision to make decisions about pain medications and birth settings. We highlight a few

paraphrased examples below.

(1) I managed to not take pitocin, and I’m glad that I felt some of the discomfort of pushing. It was
kinda empowering and I’m proud of what I did!

(2) Nothing about the birth was what I expected, but I felt empowered to have had a natural birth
and mostly without the assistance of my doctor!
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(3) The nurse wanted to monitor the baby but honestly, it really felt so empowering to say no to
something. She backed down after I said that and actually was a great nurse.

These examples highlight the common contexts in which empowerment is discussed in this

community. Example (3) describes the author’s perception that most birthing decisions are made

by personas other than the author. However, while the examples shown are all positive (in the

sense that the author feels empowered), these moments represent explicit framing by the author,

post-birth, of what they view as empowering. To explore subtler attitudes about power, we turn to

automatic measurement of power hierarchies between personas.

As shown in Figure 7, the Author consistently frames themselves as having the least power

except for the Baby, even though the authors are the narrators and framers of the stories. The

clinicians (Midwife, Doula, Doctor, Nurse, Anesthesiologist) are more often written about

using high power framing. This could provide support for the theory that the authors have felt

disempowered during their medical experiences, and that this lack of control motivated the writing

of the stories, though it does not support a “re-writing” in which the authors have more power.

These results could also support the view that the authors are resisting a societal narrative in which

mothers are blamed for the supposed control they have over the events of the birth.

The heatmap in Figure 7 illuminates the power relationships between specific pairs of personas;

a persona could conceivably have a high power score overall but a lower score when only the

interactions with another persona are counted. As expected, the verbs used with the Baby have

consistently lower power scores than with any of the other personas (except for the Doula, whose

relationship with the Baby appears neutral). Again, verbs involving the Author consistently frame

them as the less powerful of the pair, except when the matched person is the Baby. Surprisingly, it

is the Nurse and Midwife, not the Doctor, who are framed as dominating most relationships.

Only the Doula occurs with verbs that indicate more power than the Nurse; this supports the

doula’s hypothesized special place in the hierarchy of personas. TheMidwife is also a powerful

persona, but unlike the Doula, she is framed as having less power than the Nurse.
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Fig. 8. Power scores for each persona across different labeled sections of the collection. The Partner, Author,

Family, andWe all display greater power in Positive stories, while theMidwife displays greater power in

Unmedicated stories.

Figure 8 shows how these power measurements can shift for labeled cross-sections of the dataset

(see Section 3.3 for a description of the labeling process). We find that theMidwife has a higher

power score in Unmedicated stories, while the Family has a higher power score inMedicated
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stories. The Author, Family, Partner, and We have more power in Positive stories. This could

indicate that when the author and their support group are offered more power, stories are presented

more positively; however, it could also indicate that when the birth goes well, the author chooses

to frame the story in a style that emphasizes their support group. These results support the finding

in [15] that positive stories are more likely to involve decision making on the part of the authors.
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Fig. 9. Most frequent verbs from the power lexicon associated with each persona in the birth stories corpus.

Green indicates a positive power contribution, while pink indicates a negative power contribution. The cell

values indicate the proportion of persona mentions with the given verb and power relationship.

Figure 9 demonstrates the coverage of the lexicon; we find a wide range of words contribute

positively and negatively to the power scores. Positive scores indicate verbs that contributed

positively to the power score (e.g., the persona appeared as the subject of a verb labeled with

the agent power relationship), while negative scores indicated verbs that contributed negatively

power score (e.g., the persona appeared as the direct object of a verb labeled with the agent power
relationship). We observe that the verbs most contributing to the Baby’s negative power score are

get, hold, push, deliver, put, bring, and feed, whereas the verbs most contributing to the Doctor’s

positive power score are calls, checks, and decides.
Like the Doctor and Nurse, the Doula’s positive score is owed to verbs like call, get, and show.

We can see from these ranked verbs that the framing of the Doula’s role is centered around support

and encouragement while the other medical professionals make decisions and perform actions

on the pregnant person (e.g., check, break [water]). The Doula also often appears as the object

of the verb hire, which indicates the Doula’s inside/outside position in the medical organization

as patient advocate, birthing coach, and optional, sometimes uncredentialed supplement to the

medical professionals.

We can use these results to re-explore the set of birth stories and discover specific texts where

power hierarchies are enacted.

(1) I had planned on a natural birth, had hired a doula, read books, all of those things. And here
I was on a random Monday just going about my business when the baby decided to arrive. It
took me a while to process all of it.

(2) The nurse said that if I wasn’t more dilated by 12PM that she was going to start me on pitocin. I
was scared about this happening, I had heard a lot about the cascading interventions that often
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happen in hospitals. That’s why I hired a doula, so that I could have another point of view and
someone to guide me so I could have this birth naturally.

Despite the low power score of the verb hire, the themes of power and control re-emerge in these

examples. Example (1) highlights the actions the author has taken to control the events, and the

disruption of this control by the baby. Both examples highlight the author’s perspective of the

doula as a powerful persona who can circumvent the medical hierarchy.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Lessons Learned
We view this study as a “close reading” via a computational lens of a specific online community.

This computational reading allows us to discover patterns and outliers within our target community

and also to prove the feasibility of similar research on other communities that share medical stories.

We do not claim that the patterns discovered here will hold for all other collections of birth stories;

instead, we claim that such analysis can a) provide specific, statistical evidence of patterns suggested

or observed in prior work and b) prompt further research in similar communities.

Narrative analysis is a challenging task in natural language processing, partly because of the

difficulty of creating datasets that are realistic but not too complex for current models. We suggest

that birth stories hit a sweet spot between formulaic, artificial datasets and complex, organic

datasets; they are organically created (written spontaneously by the authors), share narrative

structure and are constrained by topic despite each story being unique, are plentiful enough to

act as training data for machine learning models, and suggest real-world motivations for their

analysis. We successfully identify sentiment, topic and person-based patterns that demonstrate the

recoverable narrative qualities of birth stories.

By uncovering this shared structure, we discovered events not described in medical literature that

are nevertheless important to the authors in this community. We also use the learned topic patterns

to discover outlier stories whose sequences of events do not match those of the community’s

expectations, and we examine the framing of these stories. The authors of these stories emphasize

unexpected events, negative or triggering experiences, and “happy endings” in their titling and

framing of the posts. These results suggest that a lack of control is associated with negative emotions,

as found in Bylund [15], and that in this community, reframing of these unexpected events around

“happy endings” is common.

Our analysis of power reveals a shared understanding of power hierarchies in r/BabyBumps. On
average, the medical professionals are most often assigned as the agent of verbs that imply power,

while the author is most often assigned as either the theme of these verbs or as the agent of verbs

that imply lack of power. In this community, on average, the author is acted upon while others

take action. Doulas dominate these power metrics, with average scores higher than doctors or

nurses, which suggest that the doulas, as patient advocates, could lend power to the patient’s voice.

These results are supported by prior work indicating that pregnant people often feel disempowered

during the birthing process.

Many of our methods rely on averaging across bootstrapped sets of stories in order to recover

overarching themes in this community. We recognize that the “average” story is not representative

of every story in this community. We explore the question of outlier stories in Section 4.3.4 where

we use the learned pattern of events to identify stories whose sequences of events are unusual. The

authors often label these stories as unexpected, which confirms our interpretation of these outliers

as stories that fall outside the expectations of the community. In this sense, discovering archetypes

through averaging is what allows us to discover by comparison stories in the minority.
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For medical professionals, these results could help inform care decisions and priorities. While

doctors, nurses, and other medical professionals observe hundreds of births every month, they

do not observe these births through the pregnant person’s eyes, and their interactions with the

pregnant person are mediated by their power differential (the medical professional’s technical

knowledge, their place in the hierarchy of the hospital setting, their gender, race, age, and education

level, etc.). Birth stories allow these professionals to view a routine procedure through the fresh

eyes of a person who is experiencing pregnancy and birth for perhaps the first time and to discover

areas that could be improved for the patient, like the events (e.g., traveling to and arriving at the

hospital) that are prominent in birth stories but not usually highlighted in medical documentation

of births. Postpartum depression can be alleviated through attention to the patient’s emotional

needs and feelings of agency during the birth [16, 91], and our work has highlighted that these

needs sometimes go unmet within this community.

While the experiences of all pregnant people are valuable, we particularly highlight the impor-

tance of listening to underrepresented perspectives. While we were not able to control for race,

education level, or other demographic variables in this study, we hope that our results show that

such computational analysis of birth stories is feasible and valuable. We have demonstrated that

birth stories can highlight experiences missing from the dominant medical narratives of birth.

6.2 Ethical Considerations
The dataset of unsolicited birth stories is a valuable resource for analysis of an online health

community, and we encourage further work on this and other medical narrative datasets which

prioritize the patient’s voice. Many birth stories recount experiences in which the pregnant person

felt that they were not empowered, and drawing attention to these voices can benefit the broader

community of pregnant people. However, we caution practitioners to handle this data with care.

Research value, even for the community of pregnant people, and reproducibility must be balanced

against the specific ethical concerns surrounding publicly shared medical data [1, 56, 94]. We

identify a series of tensions inspired by both prior work on ethical use of online medical data and

the three guiding principles of the Belmont Report: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice [39].
Sharing a complete dataset of the collected birth stories would allow other researchers to directly

reproduce and evaluate our results as well as train their own computational models. Reproduction

is particularly important for this collection as the self-selection of the authors can contribute to

biases in the dataset [56]. Furthermore, publication of the data would respect the contributions of

the authors as “amateur artists” who should be given credit for their creative work [14].

However, copying and storing the birth stories removes the data from the control of the authors,

and this would undermine the study’s respect for persons. While the stories posted to Reddit are

already public, copying that data prevents the authors from removing or editing their stories. Birth

stories contain extremely personal medical, interpersonal, and emotional information not just about

the author but also about the baby, who cannot consent to this public sharing. While the authors

posted their stories to a public venue, our own exploration of their motivations (e.g., resistance

against surveillance, regaining power) does not include providing material for researchers; indeed,

studies on other social websites [37] show that most users are unaware that their public data is

being used for research and would revoke permission if possible.

One possible method to support both reproducibility and privacy is to release the URLs of the

data points, rather than the content (as in the Twitter API terms, which allow sharing of Tweet

IDs but not the Tweet content). This maintains the user’s ability to delete the content at any time

and remove it from the dataset, while also allowing researchers to directly compare their results.

Another tactic that allows for data analysis without compromising the privacy of the authors is

to only share paraphrased examples from the dataset [14, 99]. This both conceals private and/or
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identifying information and prevents the audience from searching for exact string matches in order

to identify the source story.

Due to the very sensitive nature of the dataset, we choose to not release either the dataset or

the URLs and instead prioritize the authors’ protection. To support the replication of our results

on other birth stories datasets, we release our labeling pipeline (e.g., n-grams used for labeling,

pre-processing steps). We follow the recommendations in Bruckman [14] and Yang et al. [99] to

mask the stories by only providing paraphrases rather than exact text snippets in all of the examples

highlighted in this paper, which minimizes the possible identification of and harm to the authors.

These potential harms are weighed against our hope that the results of our study will aid in the

understanding of modern experiences of pregnancy and birth and spur further research that centers

the pregnant person’s voice. We also plan to share the final paper and a public-facing blogpost with

the r/BabyBumps community to support the principle of respect for persons. We strongly recommend

that researchers using this data follow these same privacy-motivated guidelines.

6.3 Limitations
Our collection of birth stories was constrained to a single online forum, r/BabyBumps, and some of

our results might not extend to other data sources. The unsolicited nature of these birth stories is

valuable, as it removes some potential biases, such as framing of the story to meet the researcher’s

expectations, which has been a concern in studies of oral birth stories [18]. However, the self-

selection of the authors can lead to a sample of stories that does not accurately represent the

true population of births [56]. For example, natural (unmedicated and/or home) births are over-

represented in our dataset; the slowly rising national average of home births is about 1.6% [66, 68],

while we observe at least double that percentage in our labeled data. None of the stories in our

dataset describe miscarriage or pregnancy loss, though these events are common; it is estimated

that 10-20% of pregnancies end in miscarriage
7
.

Likewise, our lack of demographic data does not allow us to control for race, socioeconomic status,

previous births, marital status, prenatal care, or comorbidities (e.g., depression) and medication.

Each of these features can influence the story trajectory [27, 53, 71]. Therefore, medical patterns

observed in this data need to be replicated before wider conclusions can be drawn. We hope our

results can prompt new discussions and emphasize the importance of the pregnant person’s voice.

Not all the stories in our dataset fit cleanly into the narrative norms described in our results.

Some stories begin much earlier, with descriptions of the entire pregnancy, and others end much

later, with descriptions of life and complications postpartum. Indeed, as discussed in Section 4.3.3,

we find that many stories follow “diverging paths”, e.g., when things go wrong or the author makes

decisions that run counter to the community norms. While this means that our dataset is not as

clean as an artificial set of stories, the clear topical and persona-based patterns that we discover

indicate that this narrative structure is shared across many of the stories.

6.4 Future Work
First, expanding this computational study with author interviews and participant feedback could

substantially help to validate our findings. Moving from narratives to narrower sentiment concepts,

we might focus on descriptions of pain, which feature heavily in birth stories. We might examine

how the authors relate this pain to other experiences (e.g., “the first contractions felt like light

menstrual cramps”) and how these descriptions progress and change through the arc of the story.

We might also investigate what information is left out of these stories. Although the stories are

often explicit, revealing intimate details of the birth, some aspects are still withheld, possibly for

7
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/pregnancy-loss-miscarriage/symptoms-causes/syc-20354298
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privacy, to hide embarrassing details, or to avoid painful memories. Similar behavior is observed in

the comments following these stories. An “anything goes” attitude prevails, and yet some topics

are still left unmentioned. Beyond birth stories, we can extend our analysis to information seeking

and the types of questions asked in pregnancy and healthcare forums. Do they ask more objective

questions (e.g., What does it mean for your water to break?) or subjective questions (e.g., What does
an epidural feel like?)? There are also clear extensions of this work in other narratives, such as

trauma narratives and blogs of chronic illnesses.

7 CONCLUSION
We performed a first computational analysis of a large dataset of birth stories from an online

forum, and we discovered clear narrative patterns of sentiment, personas, and event sequences

in these stories. This dataset is a valuable resource both for exploration of the narrative norms

and expectations arising in a particular online health community and for exploring the patient’s

point of view during a sometimes traumatic medical event. We showed that branching narrative

pathways exist across these stories and that there is no single “normal” birth story, and we explored

the power framing of the personas appearing in the stories, finding that the community frames the

author as disempowered and the doula as powerful. We made practical recommendations for the

ethical use of this and similar datasets derived from publicly posted stories, and we hope that our

analysis will spur further computational research into medical narratives.
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